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Electrostatic modeling of spacecraft has wide-reaching applications such as detumbling space debris in the Geosynchronous Earth Orbit regime before docking, servicing and tugging space debris to graveyard orbits, and Lorentz augmented orbits. The viability of electrostatic actuation control applications relies on faster-than-realtime characterization of the electrostatic interaction. The Volume Multi-Sphere Method (VMSM) seeks the optimal placement and radii of a small number of equipotential spheres to accurately model the electrostatic force and torque on a conducting space object. Current VMSM models tuned using force and torque comparisons with commercially available finite element software are subject to the modeled probe size and numerical errors of the software. This work first investigates fitting of VMSM models to Surface-MSM (SMSM) generated electrical field data, removing modeling dependence on probe geometry while significantly increasing performance and speed. A proposed electric field matching cost function is compared to a force and torque cost function, the inclusion of a self-capacitance constraint is explored and 4 degree-of-freedom VMSM models generated using electric field matching are investigated. The resulting $E$-field based VMSM development framework is illustrated on a box-shaped hub with a single solar panel, and convergence properties of select models are qualitatively analyzed. Despite the complex non-symmetric spacecraft geometry, elegantly simple 2-sphere VMSM solutions provide force and torque fits within a few percent.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Electrostatic modeling of spacecraft and space debris is an active area of research with applications in Space Situational Awareness (SSA), Lorentz Augmented Orbits (LAO) and touch-less interaction between spacecraft. Spacecraft and debris in both Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Geosynchronous Earth Orbit (GEO) can become charged by interactions with ambient plasma to such an extent that they are perturbed by Earth’s magnetic field [7, 23]. Although accelerations caused directly by Lorentz forces are small in both LEO and GEO, electromagnetic influence on attitude can cause variation in more prominent attitude-dependent perturbations—such as solar radiation pressure—that lead to significant changes in orbital parameters in a matter of hours [23, 10]. Objects that are particularly affected by this phenomenon are those with high area-to-mass ratios, HAMR objects, which constitute part of the debris population [10, 17]. Improvements in satellite propagation and orbit determination of these debris objects requires electrostatic modeling of some form. Computational efficiency is desirable in both trajectory propagation and orbit determination.

In support of the assertion that HAMR objects are particularly affected by Lorentz forces, natural solar system phenomena have been associated with Lorentz forces induced by planetary magnetic fields. In a 1973 flyby of Jupiter, the Pioneer 10 spacecraft returned the first data suggesting the existence of micron-sized dust particles residing in the Jovian system [13]. During its flyby of Jupiter (within 1 AU,) the Ulysses spacecraft observed sub-micron dust particles streaming from the planet [14]. Further observations by Galileo showed a similar phenomena on its Jupiter ap-
approach within 2 AU of the planet and outside of its magnetosphere [12]. Jupiter’s rings and volcanic eruptions on Io have been hypothesized as potential sources of the dust, but the electromagnetic properties of the dust streams and high impact velocities (approximately 200 km/s) suggest that these dust particles are being accelerated and ejected from the Jovian system by Jupiter’s magnetic field, which rotates relatively quickly with the planet and applies a small Lorentz force to charged dust particles [13]. Since the charged dust particles have a very small mass, the accelerations experienced by them are significant.

In addition to natural orbital phenomena, when spacecraft or debris charges are controlled artificially using ion or electron beams, both Lorentz and Coulomb forces can be harnessed for useful purposes, such as LAO, active debris removal and touch-less de-tumbling of spacecraft [25, 32, 6]. LAO applications are varied, and include drag compensation in elliptical orbits, inclination control, and rendezvous [25]. In addition, Lorentz forces can be used to augment formation flying reconfiguration control laws to reduce thruster ΔV requirements, and for limited propellant-less propulsion [24, 34, 38]. Due to its strong magnetic field and relatively fast rotation, Jupiter has been of particular interest for LAO applications. Trade studies show that both augmented capture and gravity assists are within the realm of possibility—decreasing orbit insertion maneuver costs and opening gravity assist windows, thereby offering greater mission planning flexibility [37, 1].

While LAO exploit the Lorentz force experienced by spacecraft moving quickly through a magnetic field, Coulomb forces between spacecraft and debris can also be utilized. Electrostatic tugging is proposed as a means of active debris removal and for applications in formation flying [32, 16, 15]. The Geosynchronous Large Debris Reorbiter (GLiDeR) is one active debris removal concept that harnesses these electrostatic effects. An illustration of the GLiDeR concept is shown in Figure 1.1. The GLiDeR remotely charges a defunct satellite or piece of space debris with an electron beam, allowing it to interact with the object for the purposes of changing the object’s orbit. Orbit raising of 250 km can be accomplished in a little over two months using Coulomb interaction between GLiDeR and a target [30]. It is proposed that Coulomb forces might also be applied for control of relative positions in spacecraft formation flying, illustrated in Figure 1.2 [31, 27].
Mechanical grappling is sometimes proposed to accomplish similar goals, and also as a method to facilitate on-orbit servicing of spacecraft [45, 46]. When targets are tumbling at even moderate rates mechanical grappling techniques become greatly complicated, and when they are tumbling
rapidly mechanical grappling becomes infeasible [22]. Electrostatic de-tumbling of space objects is currently being researched, and shows promise as a method for reducing debris tumbling rates to within an acceptable magnitude for grappling in servicing missions [6, 4, 3, 29]. An illustration of the electrostatic de-tumble concept is shown in Figure 1.3.

1.2 Electrostatic Modeling Techniques

All of the above applications require knowledge of how charged space objects behave in the presence of external electric and magnetic fields. Various numerical methods have been applied to predict the electrostatic interactions between multiple objects or between an object and a magnetic field. Finite element methods (FEM) provide one means of approximately solving Maxwell’s equations over a discretized volume domain. FEM offers the possibility for highly accurate results if the questions it is asked to solve are posed correctly; however, defining a FEM problem requires considerable skill and experience, and at least some a priori knowledge of the behavior of the solution [26]. In addition, the FEM necessarily requires a finite domain to discretize, which is at odds with the fundamental nature of the problem at hand. In order to apply the FEM, the infinite
domain of the problem is reduced to a finite one— at best introducing inaccuracy to the solution and at worst leading to entirely incorrect results [18]. Enormous, although finite, domains must be meshed to analyze spacecraft electrostatic properties, and particular care must be taken to ensure pertinent geometric and solution features are not brushed over when meshing programs are used.

The boundary element method (BEM) is another approximate solution technique. As opposed to FEM’s discretization of a domain, boundary element methods discretize the boundary of the domain. Both the BEM and the FEM are solved as systems of linear equations, and since the BEM generally requires fewer elements than the FEM, the systems associated with the BEM are usually smaller. A particular disadvantage of the BEM in comparison with the FEM is that the coefficient matrices it produces are typically fully populated, whereas coefficient matrices produced by the FEM are banded [18, 26]. The BEM has the advantage that infinite domain problems can be solved.

Many of the aforementioned applications motivate and require faster-than-realtime methods of electrostatic modeling— either for decreased simulation time or for control purposes where long computations can introduce destabilizing phase lag. Although FEM software, such as ANSYS Maxwell 3D©, provide accurate results, calculations of the force and torque between a target and command spacecraft at one relative position and orientation requires time on the order of minutes. A new mesh and solution must be generated for each new relative position and orientation. The duration of this calculation is unacceptable for control purposes, and burdensome even for applications that do not require faster-than-realtime evaluation of forces and torques. The Multi-Sphere Method (MSM) is a lower-fidelity electrostatic modeling technique—bearing some fascinating similarities to the BEM— that can be evaluated quickly enough for faster-than-realtime applications [36, 35]. A comparison of the tradeoff in time consumption and accuracy between various electrostatic approximation techniques is shown in Figure 1.4.

MSM is an elastance-based method for predicting the force and torque on conductors [33]. It is similar to the method of moments in its linear form [11], but differs in that the size and location of the nodes are hand-tuned rather than derived from first principles. Solutions to the MSM problem
are achieved by solving systems of linear equations not unlike those found in FEM and BEM, and, like the BEM, the coefficient matrices encountered in MSM are fully populated. In addition to the computational performance benefits afforded by MSM, its simplicity in comparison to both the BEM and the FEM makes it particularly attractive for electrostatic modeling. Whereas both BEM and FEM require sometimes complicated discretization, and at least qualitative knowledge of the solution’s behavior on the problem domain, the MSM requires only knowledge of a minimal number of easily obtainable values, and the discretization method used is remarkably simple.

The number of MSM elements required to obtain an accurate electrostatic model can be very small. Often, only two or three spheres are necessary to characterize a spacecraft. The small size of the resulting matrices affords the possibility of generating force and torque predictions between two spacecraft, or a spacecraft and its magnetic environment, very quickly. In some cases, it is even possible to perform the matrix inversion required by MSM analytically. This property is particularly attractive for applications requiring onboard processing.

Initial development of the MSM technique focuses on the Volume Multi-Sphere Method (VMSM) using a nonlinear solver to automatically size and position perfectly conducting spheres to approximate forces and torques calculated using commercial FEM software [36]. The Surface Multi-Sphere Method (SMSM) addresses shortcomings with the initial VMSM methodology– increasing the accuracy of MSM modeling while simultaneously decreasing the amount of hand-tuning required to generate a good electrostatic model [35]. Recent work in VMSM modeling largely automates the process of generating MSM models using local optimizers to fit force and torque data and eliminates the need for hand-tuning. Because of this, MSM can predict Coulomb forces and torques very quickly at accuracies of 1-2%.

Challenges to current MSM model generation methodologies remain [7]. Current automation of VMSM modeling is accomplished by fitting to FEM generated force and torque data. Not only is the process of generating FEM data time consuming, but it is prone to producing noisy data far from the target model. The effect of noisy data is mitigated by fitting to near-field data and imposing a self-capacitance constraint upon the optimization process. In addition, fitting to force
Figure 1.4: Comparison of Accuracy and Time Expense of Various Electrostatic Modeling Techniques. Of the Selected Methods, the Finite Element Method Provides the Greatest Accuracy with the Largest Time Cost, While Reduced Fidelity Multi-Sphere Method Modeling Provides Reasonable Accuracy and Time Costs.
and torque data ties VMSM modeling methodologies to a specific probe geometry. Force and torque fitting cost functions must be tailored to deal with data in regions where small absolute numerical error might cause large spikes in relative error.

1.3 Research Scope

This work investigates a novel automated method of generating VMSM models using a local optimizer to match the models to the electric field in the vicinity of the target rather than Coulomb forces and torques. Rather than fitting to an electric field generated using the FEM, electric field data is generated using an intermediate SMSM model. Since the electric field data is produced using SMSM, it is much smoother in the far field, which avoids many of the drawbacks of current MSM model generation techniques. A probe geometry is not required when matching to electric field data. E-field fitting greatly reduces the time required to generate a VMSM model while maintaining the model accuracy associated with current modeling techniques. The E-field matching method can also be demonstrated to allow for creation of 4 degree-of-freedom VMSM models.

A brief review of the Multi-Sphere method is presented. The optimizer cost functions for current VMSM and E-field matching model generation methodologies are compared near a solution. Force and torque model accuracies when the E-field matching method is applied to a complex asymmetric box-and-panel geometry, with and without a self-capacitance constraint, are investigated. The computational effort of producing one, two and three-sphere VMSM models of the box-and-panel geometry is detailed. The effect of data reduction on model accuracy when a self-capacitance constraint is imposed is shown, and a comparison between the accuracies of reduced-coordinate and 4 degree-of-freedom models is made. Selected E-field matched models are used to qualitatively analyze the convergence properties of VMSM modeling using this technique. A summary of the contributions of this work follows:

(1) A novel E-field fitting method of VMSM model generation is presented which avoids pitfalls of conventional force and torque fitting VMSM model generation.
(2) Cost function properties of $E$-field fitting are shown to be favorable for optimization when compared to force and torque cost functions while preserving local minima.

(3) $E$-field fitted VMSM model force and torque predictions when compared to SMSM models of the same geometry are shown to be very accurate, matching within only a few percent at moderate distances from the target geometry when using only two or three model spheres.

(4) It is shown that imposition of a self-capacitance constraint when using the $E$-field fitting method reduces model generation time, ensures good force and torque accuracies at large distances from the target model and can be used to reduce the amount of data required to generate good fits.

(5) $E$-field fitting is shown to be capable of generating full 4 degree-of-freedom VMSM models, providing a stepping stone toward future automation of VMSM model generation.

(6) Convergence properties of selected models are explored, and it is shown that selecting data at appropriate distances from the target is important for efficient model generation.
2.1 MSM Concept

MSM provides a reasonably accurate model of a spacecraft’s electrostatic properties for applications that require faster-than-realtime results. MSM solves for the force and torque on a conductor by first finding the charge on a number of virtual spheres placed within the body. The charge on the spheres is found by assuming all spheres are equipotential and solving a linear system. MSM divides into VMSM, which uses a small number of spheres placed within the volume of the conductor, and SMSM, which places a large number of spheres on the surface of the conductor. It is more difficult to generate VMSM models because the size and location of the spheres must be found using an optimizer; however, VMSM models are much faster to run once completed. SMSM models are easier to set up because the sphere locations are specified, and the sphere size can be found by matching self capacitance, which is computed from commercial FEM software. Generally, SMSM models show higher accuracy when compared to FEM-generated force and torque data [17]. Although SMSM greatly reduces the effort required to create a MSM model for a given spacecraft geometry and increases the accuracy of the model, it comes at increased computational cost at runtime due to the large number of spheres.

2.2 MSM Formulation

Both the Volume Multi-Sphere Method and Surface Multi-Sphere method represent a conducting object as $N$ spheres, as shown in Figure 2.1. These methods only differ in the number, size
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the MSM Concept– the Red Line Indicates a Vector from the Origin of Some External Control Model Coordinate System to the Origin of the Target Model Coordinate System. Black Lines Indicate Relative Position Vectors of Target Model Spheres with Respect to the Target Model Origin or with Respect to Target Model Spheres [35].

and placement of the spheres used to represent the conductor. The MSM formulation currently assumes that the surface of the target craft or debris is perfectly conducting, which implies that all MSM spheres that constitute a model are equipotential.

Thus, the charge on each sphere in a MSM model, which may include multiple distinct spheres outside of the target model, is only a function of the sizes of the spheres in the complete model and their relative positions. Letting $N_T$ be the total number of MSM spheres in a MSM model, computed as the sum of the number of spheres in the target model and the number of spheres outside the target model, all MSM spheres can approximated as point charges. The $N_T \times 1$ charge matrix, $\mathbf{q} = \begin{bmatrix} q_1 & q_2 & \ldots & q_{N_T} \end{bmatrix}^T$, which contains the charge on each sphere of a MSM model, is related to the $N_T \times 1$ sphere voltage matrix $\mathbf{V} = \begin{bmatrix} V_1 & V_2 & \ldots & V_{N_T} \end{bmatrix}^T$ through Eq. (2.1) [36]

$$\mathbf{q} = \frac{1}{k_c} [C_M] \mathbf{V}$$

(2.1)

where $k_c$ is the Coulomb constant, and the $N_T \times N_T$ matrix $\frac{1}{k_c} [C_M]$ is the Position Dependent Capacitance (PDC) matrix. For a general $N_T$ sphere MSM model, the PDC matrix is difficult to produce; however, its inverse, the elastance matrix $[S]$, contains only functions of the sphere radii
$R_i$ and relative distances between spheres $r_{i,j}$. $[S]$ is formulated as shown in Eq. (2.2) [33]

$$[S] = \kappa_c \begin{bmatrix} \frac{1}{r_{1,1}} & \frac{1}{r_{1,2}} & \ldots & \frac{1}{r_{1,N_T}} \\ \frac{1}{r_{2,1}} & \frac{1}{r_{2,2}} & \ldots & \frac{1}{r_{2,N_T}} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ \frac{1}{r_{N_T,1}} & \frac{1}{r_{N_T,2}} & \ldots & \frac{1}{r_{N_T,N_T}} \end{bmatrix}$$

(2.2)

The charges, which lead to the force and torque, are found by solving the linear system. For an isolated conductor with a small number of spheres this can be done analytically, but in the majority of cases it is done numerically. This computation is expensive, and is the cause of decreased run-time performance when using the SMSM method.

### 2.3 MSM Force, Torque and Electric Field Calculations

The charge set $\mathbf{q}$ is calculated using Eq. (2.1). The charges, $q_i$, are used to calculate the electric field produced by the model, and forces and torques that an object model experiences subject to one or more external point charges. Denoting the position vector of an external point charge as $\mathbf{r}_k$ and the relative position vector of each MSM model sphere with respect to its center of mass as $\mathbf{r}_{i}$, the force, $\mathbf{F}$, and torque, $\mathbf{T}_O$, applied to the target model about its center of mass by all external spheres with charges $q_k$ are given in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) [35]

$$\mathbf{F} = -k_c \sum_{k=1}^{M} q_k \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{q_i}{||\mathbf{r}_{i,k}||^3} \mathbf{r}_{i,k}$$

(2.3)

$$\mathbf{T}_O = -k_c \sum_{k=1}^{M} q_k \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{q_i}{||\mathbf{r}_{i,k}||^3} \mathbf{r}_i \times \mathbf{r}_{i,k}$$

(2.4)

where $\mathbf{r}_{i,k}$ is the relative position of the $k^{th}$ external sphere with respect to the $i^{th}$ internal MSM sphere. $N$ is the total number of spheres in the target model, and $M$ is the total number of spheres external to the target. Adding arbitrary numbers of external spheres does not add to the complexity of MSM modeling because they can be appended to the charge and elastance matrices; however, doing so will increase computational burden—primarily due growing size of the elastance matrix, which always needs to be inverted. Whole MSM models can be appended when the calculation of
force and torque between two complex geometries is desired. The Lorentz force and torque applied to a MSM model can be calculated using Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6)

\[
F_L = \sum_{i=1}^{N} q_i (v + \omega \times r_i) \times B \tag{2.5}
\]

\[
T_L = \sum_{i=1}^{N} q_i r_i \times [(v + \omega \times r_i) \times B] \tag{2.6}
\]

Note that the portion of velocity due to the rotational motion of the MSM model will generally be much smaller than the portion due to translational motion and can typically be ignored.

The electric field at any point exterior to the spheres of a MSM model is given by the superposition of the electric fields of each sphere, as shown in Eq. (2.7)

\[
E = k_c \sum_{i=1}^{N_T} q_i \frac{r_{i,l}}{||r_{i,l}||^3} \tag{2.7}
\]

where \(l\) is a point of interest in the space outside of the MSM model spheres, and \(r_{i,l}\) is the relative position between the \(i\)-th MSM model sphere and \(l\).

Current VMSM model fitting methods minimize a cost function based upon the difference between the force and torque vectors predicted by a VMSM model and the force and torque vectors generated by commercial FEM software. One such cost function is given by Eq. (2.8) [7]

\[
J = \frac{100}{L} \left( \sum_{l=1}^{L} \frac{||F_{VMSM,l} - F_{FEM,l}||}{||F_{FEM,l}||} + \frac{||T_{VMSM,l} - T_{FEM,l}||}{||T_{FEM,l}||} \right) \tag{2.8}
\]

To alleviate far-field data noise effects in the optimization process, current methods utilize a self-capacitance constraint. The self-capacitance \(C\) of a MSM model is given by Eq. (2.9) [7]

\[
C = \frac{Q}{V} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} q_i}{V} = \frac{1}{k_c} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} (C_{M})_{ij} \tag{2.9}
\]

To enforce a self-capacitance constraint, the self-capacitance of the target geometry is calculated using FEM and the MSM model self-capacitance is matched to the FEM result— reducing the optimizer search space by one dimension. The capacitance matching can be accomplished analytically for simple models, or numerically. Matlab’s \textbf{fmincon} optimizer allows the self-capacitance constraint to be defined in a constraint function and enforced numerically.
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Electric Field VMSM Model Fitting

3.1 Proposed Workflow

Using the current VMSM methodology, the sphere positions and radii are varied by an optimizer to best match force and torque data produced by a commercial FEM program [7, 35, 36]. This methodology requires significant hand-tuning of model parameters for a model that fits force and torque data accurately due to noisy FEM data in the far field, dependence on probe size, and convergence properties of the force and torque cost function. Recent work largely streamlines the process of generating VMSM models using ANSYS Maxwell 3D to generate numerical data [7]. The workflow for current VMSM model fitting starts with generating solid models for a target and probe geometry in FEM software and calculating accurate force and torque values between them at many relative positions. Self-capacitance of the target spacecraft is also calculated.

A complete sweep of locations for force and torque matching and validation may take hours and variations in accuracy depend heavily upon how many data points are used. In addition, complicated workarounds that automatically change probe radius are required to get accurate results. Current techniques use a spherical probe which has a radius that is a function of its distance from a target. The dependence on external probe geometry for force and torque calculations is clear in the above force and torque equations. This dependence is included into VMSM model generation when a cost function based on force and torque is used.

The workflow proposed in this paper seeks to address both of these issues. The initial step in modeling is the same — a solid model of the target spacecraft is created. However, a solid model
of external probe geometry is optional, and only used to gather limited force and torque data for verification of a model. A target voltage is prescribed and FEM software is used to calculate the self-capacitance of the target.

A SMSM model of the target geometry is then generated using any appropriate method. One method, appropriate for spherical and cylindrical geometries, is to use a golden spiral algorithm to distribute SMSM spheres on the surface of the geometry [35]. A method appropriate for flat geometries is to use a function like Matlab’s meshgrid to generate a distribution of sphere positions on the surface of a plane. This distribution can then be translated, rotated and combined with other planar distributions of spheres to form complex SMSM geometries [28]. When combining distributions, care should be taken to eliminate redundant spheres so that none overlap. Root finders like Matlab’s fsolve can then be used with Eq. (2.9) to determine appropriate sphere radii to match the SMSM model self-capacitance to the self-capacitance of the solid model. Using the prescribed target voltage and Eq. (2.1), the charge on each SMSM sphere is calculated. Using the same equation applied to an N-sphere VMSM model optimization problem, an optimizer is used to select the optimal positions and radii of the model spheres to minimize the following cost function at sample points $l$

$$J(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_N, r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_N) = \sum_{l=1}^{L} \frac{||E_{VMSM,l} - E_{SMSM,l}||}{||E_{SMSM,l}||}$$

where $L$ is the total number of electric field sample points.
Create solid model of target geometry, specify material properties and target voltage

Use FEM software to calculate target self-capacitance

Create probe geometry, specify material properties and target voltage

Use FEM software to generate force and torque approximations at many sample points

Generate force, torque and electric field approximations from SMSM model at many sample points

Generate N sphere VMSM model fitted to FEM force and torque approximations using a cost function like the one shown in Eq. (2.8)

Generate N sphere VMSM model fitted to SMSM E-field approximations using the cost function shown in Eq. (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Proposed E-Field Fitting Workflow Comparison with Previous Force and Torque Fitting Method. Box Color Approximately Indicates the Time Cost Required in Each Step
Using this cost function results in two major improvements to the prior methodology. The first improvement is the separation of VMSM model generations from any external probe geometry. The second improvement is in the time required to complete all the steps in generating a VMSM model. Previous studies of total VMSM model generation time show that generating moderately accurate FEM force and torque predictions at just 82 sample points requires computation time measured in hours [36]. Moreover, the geometry modeled in Stevenson and Schaub [36] has significant symmetry that can be exploited to reduce the amount of FEM force and torque samples required for a VMSM model fit; however, for a general target geometry such symmetries might not exist and significantly more FEM calculation time and data can be required. Although the proposed $E$-field fitting methodology adds the step of creating a SMSM model for a given target geometry and voltage, this process requires significantly less computational effort than computing forces and torques at many relative positions with FEM. Chow [7] discusses fitting to much smaller numbers of force and torque data points; however, using the proposed method, hundreds of data points are calculated and used to create a VMSM model in less than the time it requires to calculate one force and torque calculation using commercial FEM software. A flowchart comparing the previous force and torque optimization procedure and the proposed $E$-field matching method is included in Figure 3.1.

3.2 SMSM Validation

Before optimizing on a cost function built from a SMSM model, it is prudent to compare the accuracy of SMSM to other methods. The Method Of Images (MOI) provides an analytic infinite series solution to the problem of predicting the force between two spherical conductors [21, 20]. The method consists of placing smaller and smaller image charges within the body of each sphere to balance out the potential on the surfaces. As the number of image charges increases, the solution converges.

SMSM models of spheres are made with a variable number of spheres, and the force between the two bodies is compared to that predicted by MOI. For this case, two spheres with 1 meter radius are separated by 5 meters, and charged to $\pm 10$ kV. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Comparison in Force Accuracy Between MOI and SMSM Models of Two Charged Spheres Separated by 5 Meters. The MOI Force Prediction Approaches Truth as the Number of Terms in its Summation Increases. Likewise, the SMSM Model Force Prediction Approaches the MOI Force Prediction as the Number of SMSM Spheres is Increased, Verifying the SMSM Modeling Method.

The $x$-axis indicates either the number of images charges used in each sphere for the MOI, or the number of individual spheres in each SMSM sphere. The MOI converges with 40 image charges, and SMSM converges with around 100 spheres. Since both methods converge to the same value, SMSM is validated as a method for predicting forces and torques on perfect conductors.

3.3 Target Geometry, Data Generation and Optimization Methods

Two target geometries are used to compare the proposed $E$-field matching method to the previous force and torque method and to establish the accuracy of models generated using $E$-field matching. A two-sphere VMSM model is created for a charged cylinder, with a radius of 0.5 m and a height of 3 m, centered at the origin and oriented along the $y$-axis using the $E$-field matching method. This geometry is selected for easy comparison to previous work using force and torque matching [7, 36, 35].

Data for the study involving the cylinder geometry are generated at evenly spaced intervals
on 90 degree arcs of circles centered at the origin, lying in the $x$-$y$ plane and in the fourth quadrant. The symmetry of the cylinder model requires data in only one quadrant for the optimization process. Force and torque data is generated using Maxwell 3D at the selected sample points. A SMSM model of the cylinder, shown in Figure 3.3, is created to generate $E$-field data at the same sample points. Only sample points lying on the arc of a 5 m radius circle are used for optimization, as shown in Figure 3.4(a).

![Figure 3.3: SMSM Model of a Cylinder, Color Indicates Charge Distribution on the Cylinder Model in the Absence of an External Electric Field](image)

Two optimization methods are used to generate cylinder VMSM models: a global optimization method using Mathematica’s Differential Evolution algorithm is used to optimize the force and torque cost function of Eq. (2.8), and MATLAB’s `fmincon` local optimizer is used to minimize the $E$-field cost function of Eq. (3.1). Self-capacitance for the cylinder is calculated using Maxwell 3D.

Since a two-sphere VMSM model is used to represent the cylinder and the cylinder has symmetry about the $x$-axis, the VMSM model can be parameterized by one radius value $r$, which is shared by both spheres, and the separation distance, $\rho$, between the two spheres. This model is shown in Figure 3.4(b).

Using this model, an exact formula for the VMSM model self-capacitance can be derived, as
shown in Eq. (3.2) [7]

\[ C = \frac{1}{k_c} \frac{2r\rho}{r + \rho} \]  

(3.2)

Imposing a self-capacitance constraint, matching the VMSM model self-capacitance to the value calculated by FEM, ensures that Lorentz forces and far-field Coulomb forces are automatically matched. In addition, it reduces the optimization problem to one dimension, because for any \( r \) value there is only one corresponding \( \rho \) value for which the constraint is met. Solving Eq. (3.2) for \( \rho \) yields Eq. (3.3) [7]

\[ \rho = \frac{rC_{\text{mod}}}{2r - C_{\text{mod}}} \]  

(3.3)

where

\[ C_{\text{mod}} = k_c C \]  

(3.4)

Since \( C_{\text{mod}} \) is a scaling of the self-capacitance, it is used to impose the self-capacitance constraint in the following studies because its value is on the order of model parameters. Both the optimal \( r \) and \( \rho \) values are solved for using \texttt{fmincon} and the self-capacitance constraint is imposed numerically.
The second target spacecraft geometry that is selected for this study is a box-and-panel satellite modeled as a cube shaped bus with a long, slender panel attached. The bus width, height and depth are 3 m. The panel width is 3 m, depth is 0.2 m and height is 8.5 m. The panel is located on the top of the bus extending in the $z$-axis direction with one of its large faces coplanar with the positive $y$ face of the bus. This model geometry is shown in Figure 3.5. This geometry is selected because it has significant variation from simple geometric shapes like cylinders and represents a realistic target spacecraft. It also shows symmetry that can be used to impose additional constraints on the positions of the VMSM model spheres, and this symmetry is exploited to reduce the amount of data that is required for the optimization procedure.

A SMSM model of the box-and-panel is generated using MATLAB’s `meshgrid` feature, and electric field data is generated using Eq. (2.7), at positions spread radially about the SMSM model. Sample points are generated using the golden spiral algorithm, which places equally spaced points on the surface of a sphere [2]. This radial spread of electric field data produces distributions of shells of data, which are easily selected or neglected, or reduced to hemispheres or octants for
fitting, such as the hemisphere shown in Figure 3.5. Whole spherical shells of data are produced for the box-and-panel geometry; however, due to the symmetry of the model, the complete behavior of the electric field produced by the SMSM model can be captured in one hemisphere of data.

One, two and three-sphere VMSM reduced-coordinate models are created with this data using $E$-field matching and MATLAB’s \texttt{fmincon} optimization algorithm. Various sets of data, including whole spheres, hemispheres and multiple shell sets, are used in the optimization processes. In addition, a three-sphere 4 degree-of-freedom VMSM model is generated using $E$-field matching and \texttt{fmincon}. Only shells with radii larger than 12 m are used for optimization to avoid overlap between sample points and SMSM spheres, which would invalidate Eq. (2.7). Like the cylinder model optimization process, the box-and-panel self-capacitance is calculated using Maxwell 3D and the self-capacitance constraints on the optimization processes are imposed numerically. Additional inequality constraints are imposed for the two and three-sphere VMSM models to ensure aesthetically pleasing models in which spheres do not overlap. These additional inequality constraints are not required to generate accurate VMSM models.
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E-Field Fitting Results

4.1 Cost Function Comparison

The cost function of Eq. (2.8) is compared with the proposed electric field cost function of Eq. (3.1) to compare their characteristics. Both cost functions are used to generate two-sphere VMSM models for a perfectly conducting cylinder charged to 30 kV. Maxwell 3D is used to determine a cylinder self-capacitance value of 106.8345 pF. Noting a potential singularity in Eq. (3.3) when \( r \) is one half \( C_{\text{mod}} \), the cost function values, shown in Figures 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), along the intersection with the self-capacitance constraint surface are plotted against \( r \) for which \( \rho \) is positive. The \( r \) values minimizing both cost functions are nearly identical, differing by only 0.2%.

![Figure 4.1: Force and Torque and E-Field Cost Functions for Cylinder Model. The Force and Torque Cost Function is Evaluated Across One Quadrant and Shell of FEM-Generated Force and Torque Predictions. The E-Field Cost Function is Evaluated Across the Same Quadrant and Shell, but Using SMSM-Generated E-Field Predictions](image)

Investigating the cost function sensitivities near both minima suggests that force and torque errors
are more sensitive to model parameters than $E$-field errors are. The proposed $E$-field cost function shows desirable characteristics, particularly for a local optimization algorithm like \texttt{fmincon}. It is generally smooth when compared with the force and torque cost function, and apart from a small region near the singularity in $\rho$, approaches its minimum unimpeded.

4.2 Constrained and Unconstrained Box-and-Panel VMSM Models

One, two and three-sphere box-and-panel VMSM models are generated with and without a self-capacitance constraint in order to determine the usefulness of the constraint when applied to an optimization problem without far-field data noise. Models are fit to data in three whole spherical shells with radii of 15, 20 and 25 m. Symmetry of the box-and-panel geometry about the $y$–$z$ plane is used to reduce the $4N$ degree-of-freedom optimization problem to a $3N$ degree-of-freedom problem. Imposing a self-capacitance constraint reduces the degrees-of-freedom to $3N - 1$. The model is charged to 30 kV. Maxwell 3D is once again used to calculate self-capacitance, and returns a value of 336.14 pF. Optimizer initial conditions are chosen loosely based on the box-and-panel geometry. A visualization the VMSM models of the box-and-panel geometry is included in Figure 4.2.

Tables 4.1-4.3 show the initial and final conditions for the one, two and three-sphere box-and-panel models, with and without the self-capacitance constraint.

Table 4.1: Initial and Final States for One-Sphere VMSM Model Optimization, C- Constrained, NC- Non-Constrained

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$R_1$ [m]</th>
<th>$y_1$ [m]</th>
<th>$z_1$ [m]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final C</td>
<td>3.021</td>
<td>0.626</td>
<td>2.914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final NC</td>
<td>2.951</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>2.785</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shell-averaged force and torque errors of the six VMSM models with respect to the SMSM generated data are shown in Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), respectively. As can be seen, the self-capacitance constraint has utility even when far-field noise is not a concern. In particular, when generating a one-sphere model the self-capacitance constraint ensures that force errors far from
the target geometry continue to decay as sample point radius is increased. The effect of the self-capacitance constraint is also dramatic for the two-sphere model. The force errors of the two and three-sphere models are nearly identical at 30 m from the target geometry when the constraint is imposed, whereas without it the two-sphere model model force errors remain significantly larger.
than the three-sphere model’s. It is interesting to note that, as more spheres are added to the VMSM model, self-capacitance is matched automatically as displayed by the three-sphere force and torque errors. Both the constrained and non-constrained model errors overlap, and the optimal model parameters of each are nearly identical.

![Mean Fit vs Shell Radius](image)

(a) Force Errors  
(b) Torque Errors

Figure 4.3: One, Two and Three Sphere VMSM Model Force and Torque Errors with Respect to SMSM Force and Torque Predictions, (—) Constrained, (- -) Non-Constrained

Another benefit of imposing the self-capacitance constraint is that it can significantly reduce computational effort. The number of function calls required to generate each of the six models is recorded. The results are shown in Figure 4.4. The results show that imposing the self-capacitance constraint consistently results in increased performance regardless of how many sphere are used to create the VMSM model. This performance increase is due to the reduced dimension of the search space when a self-capacitance constraint is enforced. Given the increased force and torque accuracy and decreased computation effort, the self-capacitance constraint should be enforced even when far-field noise is not a concern.

4.3 Reduced-Shell Data Sets with Self-Capacitance Constraint

Since imposing a self-capacitance constraint forces force vectors in the far-field to automatically match, it is desired to investigate whether or not fewer numbers of shells with smaller radii
can be used to effectively generate VMSM models. This question is interesting for two reasons: smaller data sets will reduce the amount of time required for optimization, and fitting to data closer to the target might increase near-field accuracy without significantly affecting accuracy at larger distances.

A three-sphere VMSM model is used to model the box-and-panel geometry. The VMSM model is fit to single shells at radii of 12, 14 and 15 m. The model voltage is set to 30 kV, and a self-capacitance constraint of 336.14 pF is imposed. The accuracy of these models are compared with each other and to the three-sphere constrained model generated using three whole shells. The resulting shell-averaged force, torque, and average error plots when compared with the SMSM model are shown in Figures 4.5(a)-4.5(c). These results show negligible differences in force and torque accuracy near the target, while the model fitted to the 12 m radius shell shows degraded accuracy far from the target. Accuracies of models fit to three whole shells and to 14 m and 15 m shell radii are nearly identical. The practical impact of the degraded accuracy for the model fitted to the 12 m shell is very small; however, for high accuracy at large distances from a target, a model should be fitted to at least one shell with a larger radius.

The performance impact of reducing the number of shells is analyzed by recording the number of \texttt{fmincon} iterations and total time required to generate each model. The results are shown in
Figures 4.5: Model Force, Torque and Average (Force and Torque) Errors of Three-Sphere Box-and-Panel VMSM Models Generated Using: (—) 3 Whole Shells, (—) 15 m Shell, (—) 14 m Shell, (—) 12 m Shell

These results show that there is not necessarily a positive correlation between decreased numbers of data points and increased performance. Fitting to data points very close to the target geometry increases the number of iterations required to generate a model. In addition, the time required to generate a model is not solely dependent upon the number of data points. While it takes more time to generate a model using three whole shells of data when compared to one whole shell at a radius of 15 m, it takes approximately the same amount of time to generate a model using one whole shell with a radius of 12 m even though the number of fmincon iterations is 12% less. The competing interests of maintaining a self-capacitance constraint while fitting to electric field data near the target—which is far more variable than the same data at larger radii—is likely to blame for this phenomenon. Due to the increased error and decreased performance associated with fitting to shells very close to the target, it is recommended to fit models using shells at intermediate ranges.
Doing so aids convergence of the optimizer, and the total time required to generate a model is decreased either because the number of iterations to convergence is decreased or because the total time required for one iteration of the optimizer is decreased, or both.

4.4 Modeling using General 4 Degree-of-Freedom MSM Spheres

Previous work focuses on simple geometries that have high levels of symmetry, like the cylinder model. For geometries like these, the number of MSM optimization parameters can be reduced significantly by specifying, for example, that the cylinder MSM spheres must lie on the symmetry axis. As geometric complexity increases, so does the effort required to find symmetries to exploit and analytically parameterize them. Using general MSM 4 degree-of-freedom (4DOF) modeling allows each MSM sphere to have 3 location and one radius degree of freedom. This avoids the need to find symmetry and allows for optimization in a $4N$ dimension search space. Each parameter associated with a VMSM model sphere is found through optimization, and the up-front human-involvement cost of generating a model is reduced.

A three-sphere VMSM model of the box-and-panel geometry is generated using data in three whole shells with radii of 15, 20 and 25 m. A self-capacitance constraint is enforced using a value of 336.14 pF. The model voltage is set to 30 kV. The initial and final conditions for the 4DOF fitting
Table 4.4: Initial and Final States for Three-Sphere 4DOF VMSM Model Optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$ [m]</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$ [m]</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3$ [m]</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_1$ [m]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_1$ [m]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_1$ [m]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_2$ [m]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_2$ [m]</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_2$ [m]</td>
<td>6.000</td>
<td>4.788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x_3$ [m]</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_3$ [m]</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_3$ [m]</td>
<td>9.000</td>
<td>8.993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

problem are shown in Table 4.4.

The force and torque accuracy of the 4DOF model with respect to the box-and-panel SMSM model is compared to three-sphere 3DOF models using three whole shells and one half shell at 15 m in Figures 4.7(a) and 4.7(b). The model with the least accuracy is the 3DOF model fitted to one half shell of data. The 4DOF model’s accuracy resembles the 3DOF model fitted to three whole shells. Since the optimizer knows nothing about the symmetry of the box-and-panel model, a whole shell of data must be used to generate an accurate model when 4DOF is used. Total \texttt{fmincon} iterations for each of the models shown in Figure 4.7 are shown in Table 4.5.

Surprisingly, the 4DOF modeling method yields a converged result using only 58% of the iterations required for a 3DOF model using a half shell of data with the same radius. These results reiterate that the number of iterations required for convergence upon a useful model is far more dependent on using data at intermediate radii than on the number of data points used. However, when considering time required to generate a model, the 3DOF 1 half shell model is by far the most efficient to generate, requiring only about a third as much time as the three whole shell models. An interesting result is that the 4DOF model is generated in approximately the same amount of time as the 3DOF 3 whole shell model. These results show that 4DOF modeling using \textit{E}-field fitting is promising from both an accuracy and performance perspective, and a 4DOF can be generated in
Figure 4.7: 4DOF Force and Torque Percent Relative Error Comparison to SMSM Force and Torque Predictions for: (—) Three-Sphere Model Three Whole Shells, (—) Three-Sphere Model One Half Shell, (—) Three-Sphere Model One Whole Shell (4DOF)

Table 4.5: Total Function Calls for 4DOF Model Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Total <code>fmincon</code> Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4DOF 3 Whole Shells</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DOF 3 Whole Shells</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DOF 1 Half Shell</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3DOF 1 Whole Shell</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
approximately the same amount of time as a 3DOF model using the same number of data points at the same shell radii.

4.5 Qualitative Analysis of Optimizer Convergence

Previous fmincon iteration results warrant further investigation. fmincon attempts to minimize a cost function subject to nonlinear equality and inequality constraints. A solution is found using the fmincon algorithm when the step size is sufficiently small, constraints are met to within a sufficient tolerance, and a measure of optimality is met to within a sufficient tolerance. The measure of optimality used by fmincon for constrained problems is a measure analogous to the common unconstrained optimality condition that the gradient of the cost function must be sufficiently close to zero for a solution to be considered optimal. The constrained optimality measure varies in that constraints are taken into account explicitly. That the optimality measure be near zero is a necessary condition for a solution to be optimal, but not sufficient to guarantee optimality.

Each of the measures are plotted against fmincon iterations for 3DOF models generated using 1 whole shell at 12 m, 14 m and 15 m, and a half shell at 15 m. The same plot is made for a 4DOF model using one whole shell of data at 15 m. Figures 4.8(a)-4.8(d) show the results for various 3 DOF models, and Figure 4.9 show the same results for a 4 DOF model.

Of the three performance measures, the optimality measure is by far the most interesting. If the dimension of the optimizer search space is $N$ and a self-capacitance constraint is imposed, the optimality measure reveals information about the shape of the $N - 1$ dimensional surface on which a solution must lie. This information far more important for qualitative analysis of convergence than either the constraint violation or step size.

Figure 4.8(a) reveals why convergence is hindered by using a shell small shell radius. The optimization algorithm encounters an 8 dimensional valley that slowly flattens and follows it for approximately 25% of the total optimizer iterations before passing into a region in which the slope of the cost function increases or decreases sharply. It encounters another region where the slope
changes sharply before settling into an optimum. Figures 4.8(b) and 4.8(c) show that the optimizer encounters no such valley region, and instead follows a relatively well-defined path toward the optimum—explaining their quicker model generation times. Similar behavior is reflected in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.8(d), which displays the optimizer outputs for the 3 DOF half-shell case, shows starkly different behavior. While the constraint violation rapidly approaches machine precision, the optimality measure never sinks beneath 1E-2. It reaches a nearly constant value, suggesting that the optimizer has approached a reasonably flat region with a nearly constant directional derivative in every direction the optimizer steps. Since only the magnitude of the step size is reported, it is unclear whether or not the optimizer is moving in one direction, although this possibility seems likely. What is most concerning is that the final optimality measure in this case is not particularly small—which indicates that the final solution’s optimality is questionable. While the final measure of performance for any MSM model is how well it fit forces and torques, and the 3 DOF half-shell model has been shown to perform well in that sense, it is far less optimal than the models generated using whole shells. Due to decreased performance and optimality when using a half shell of data, it is suggested that only whole shells of data be used.
Figure 4.8: \texttt{fmincon} Optimizer Step Size, Optimality Measure, and Constraint Violation Plots for Various 3 DOF Models. Stopping Criteria for the \texttt{fmincon} Optimization Algorithm Used Depend on Each of the Values Plotted.
Figure 4.9: Optimizer Step Size, Optimality Measure and Constraint Violation Plot for a 4 DOF Model
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Concluding Remarks

5.1 Future Work

The ultimate test of the $E$-field fitting method is a comparison between the generated VMSM model forces and torques and numerically generated force and torque data from FEM software. SMSM models produce very accurate force and torque data when compared to Maxwell 3D, and it is promising that the $E$-field fitting technique produces VMSM models that not only match a SMSM model’s electric field to high accuracy, but also match SMSM predicted forces and torques. Nevertheless, future research must be conducted to verify that VMSM models generated using electric field fitting do match FEM data to high accuracy.

The performance of the $E$-field matching method suggests that the results of the cost function analysis can be extrapolated to higher dimension search spaces; however, quantitative research into the convergence properties of the $E$-field fitting technique should be carried out. Although a self-capacitance constraint is imposed in this work, other appropriate constraints might be found to further reduce the dimension of the search space and aid performance. Research into the convergence properties of the $E$-field matching method might lead the way to fully autonomous model generation using 4DOF VMSM models.

The selected target geometry represents a particular target of interest that might be found at GEO. The box-and-panel target geometry is not representative of all objects of interest, and VMSM modeling of more complicated geometries should be investigated. These geometries should be selected to represent a healthy cross section of potential targets at GEO. An assumption is made
in this work that the target is a perfect conductor, but many objects of interest have dielectric properties. Extension of this work to model dielectrics is a worthwhile pursuit.

5.2 Conclusion

This work is focused on developing an alternative VMSM model fitting technique that addresses shortcoming with fitting models to forces and torques directly. $E$-field fitting requires no probe geometry, which is a concern when using force and torque fitting techniques. It significantly reduces the amount of time necessary to generate a model. Furthermore, it requires minimal FEM to generate a model—greatly reducing the possibility of user error and the amount of FEM expertise required.

It is shown that using $E$-field fitting reduces cost function complexity, and enhances cost function properties. The smooth quality of the $E$-field fitting cost function is a great aid when using local optimizers. In addition, solutions generated using $E$-field fitting are shown to agree closely with those generated using force and torque fitting. Accurate one, two and three sphere VMSM models of a complex geometry are shown to be easily created using the $E$-field fitting technique. Analysis shows that, although the self-capacitance constraint was originally imposed to counter noisy far-field FEM force and torque data, it has practical performance benefits when imposed using smooth $E$-field data. It is also shown that as the number of VMSM model spheres is increased, self-capacitance is automatically matched—an intuitive result supporting the validity of fitting to $E$-fields.

The self-capacitance constraint can be exploited to reduce the number of data points while maintaining accuracy; however, performance benefits are lost when the self-capacitance constraint and variable fit data are at odds with each other. In addition, model accuracy at large distances is degraded when fitting to shells very close to the target geometry, while model accuracy near the target is not improved significantly. For this reason, it is suggested that models be fit to data at intermediate ranges, which aids in optimizer convergence and improves model accuracy at large distances. It is shown that an “intermediate” range for the complex box-and-panel geometry is a
shell with a radius of 14 or 15 m.

The $E$-field fitting method can be used to generate full 4 DOF models. This is beneficial because it reduces the amount of up-front human cost in determining and hard-coding model symmetries, and 4 DOF fitting offers a path toward full automation of VMSM modeling. 4 DOF models are shown to be nearly as accurate as 3 DOF constrained models, and incur no performance penalty in the optimization process because optimization performance is more strongly influenced by the number of data points and agreement between constraints and $E$-field data than by the size of the search space.

Qualitative analysis of the convergence properties of this method reiterate that optimizer performance is heavily influenced by the complexity of the cost function and number of data points used. The number of data points is correlated with the time required by each optimizer iteration, and the shape of the cost function is correlated with the total number of iterations required to convergence. Along a constrained path, it is shown that the cost function associated with shell radii near the box-and-panel target has features detrimental to quick convergence. The opposite is shown for shells with intermediate radii. The properties of cost functions and convergence of 3 DOF models are shown to hold true for a 4 DOF model. This analysis largely explains why each model considered requires a particular number of iterations.

Electrostatic modeling has many practical applications, particularly for SSA where debris objects can have large area-to-mass ratios. Electrostatics can be used for tugging and de-tumbling of spacecraft, and formation flying. Lorentz Augmented Orbits can be devised for practical purposes. Although accurate electrostatic modeling techniques, such as the FEM and the BEM, exist, they are too computationally intensive to use for applications requiring real-time evaluation of forces and torques. MSM provides a reasonably accurate, lightweight alternative for these applications. VMSM is a simple and elegant approach to electrostatic modeling that requires far less expertise than more accurate methods to implement, and evaluates forces and torques rapidly. It is shown that VMSM models agree extraordinarily well at intermediate ranges with their more accurate SMSM counterparts. Although challenges to VMSM modeling still exist, $E$-field matching promises
accurate VMSM modeling with sharply reduced model generation times, decreased human cost, and decreased complexity when compared to force and torque fitting methods.


Appendix A

Storm-Time Magnetic Field Modeling

A.1 Motivation to Consider Solar Storm Effects

Solar storms are capable of greatly altering nominal planetary magnetic field conditions. This effect is troublesome, in particular because spacecraft and debris passing through magnetospheric substorm regions, which trap high energy charged particles, can become charged to tens of kilovolts [9, 8]. The surface charging during such events can be so dramatic that arcing can occur between points on the spacecraft surface with large potential differences [8]. From a dynamic modeling perspective, the combination of greatly altered magnetic field conditions and high surface charging can lead to significant errors in the Lorentz forces and torques a spacecraft or debris object is predicted to experience. If a standard planetary magnetic field model like the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) or a dipole model is used without compensating for solar storm effects, it is not reasonable to assume Lorentz force and torque predictions using any electrostatic modeling technique will be accurate.

The goal of this appendix is to alert the reader to a new development in magnetic field modeling software that greatly reduces the amount of effort and programming expertise required to compensate for strong solar effects on Earth’s magnetic field. This chapter makes a brief mention of a family of models that can be utilized to compensate for solar effects on Earth’s magnetic field, and an associated set of subroutines, called Geopack, that can be used to perform calculations for the IGRF and dipole internal magnetic field models, calculate coordinate transformations between various useful geocentric reference frames, trace magnetic field lines, and more. All magnetic
field model and Geopack subroutines, originally implemented in Fortran, are wrapped in C code to make the subroutines available and easy to use in standalone magnetic field and large-scale astrodynamics simulations built using C/C++. The resulting C code is wrapped once more using the Simple Wrapper Interface Generator (SWIG) software, compiled as a shared object and made available to Python as a module. Figure A.1 clarifies the procedure used to make Tsyganenko models and Geopack available in C and Fortran. A figure is generated using the resulting Python module and compared to a figure generated using the original Fortran code.

A.2 Tsyganenko External Magnetic Field Model and Geopack

One method to compensate for unusually strong solar effects is to superimpose an external magnetic field model on top of a standard internal magnetic field model. Tsyganenko models are a family of semi-empirical external magnetic field models, fit to many spacecraft observations, that have been refined and updated many times since the early 1980s [42, 43]. These models take interplanetary magnetic field measurements, geomagnetic indices, derived quantities and a position vector as inputs, calculate an external magnetic field and superimpose the calculated field on top of either a dipole or IGRF magnetic field model. Their return value is the complete B-field vector at a point in space corresponding to the input position vector. A detailed discussion of the features and use of Tsyganenko models is not intended here, and the interested reader is referred to the many papers on them [42, 43, 40, 41, 44].

The Geopack subroutines, also created by Tsyganenko, are a collection of 20 subroutines that can be used for a variety of purposes relating to geomagnetic field modeling. Subroutines exist for the purposes of transforming between a multitude of geocentric reference frames, calculating IGRF and dipole fields, determining sun location given a time in UTC, calculating the magnetopause boundary, tracing field lines and more. These subroutines are an invaluable resource for geomagnetic field modeling and the coordinate transformation and sun-vector capabilities contained within Geopack have many applications elsewhere. Tysganenko models, Geopack and referenced Tsyganenko papers are freely available for download from Tsyganenko’s personal academic website [39].
Figure A.1: Wrapping Procedure used to Make Tsyganenko Models and Geopack Accessible from C and Python. The Underlying Fortran Code is First Wrapped with C Using Mixed Programming. The C Code is then Wrapped Automatically Using the Simple Wrapper Interface Generator to Create an Importable Python Module with the Same Functionality as the Original Fortran Code

A.3 tsygGeoC

The tsygGeoC C header and source files contain detailed documentation and wrappers for Fortran Tsyganenko model and Geopack subroutines. The primary motivation for developing C wrappers is the potential future inclusion of magnetic field modeling and calculations in the Autonomous Vehicle Systems laboratory Basilisk astrodynamics simulation software, which has
been developed primarily in C++. A secondary consideration for development of C wrappers for the Fortran subroutines is ease of use—most engineering students have not learned Fortran. In addition, Fortran is dated, arcane, and unfamiliar even for programmers versed in other compiled languages. Unless coding standards are followed rigorously, Fortran allows (almost encourages) bad coding practices, and contains 60 years worth of backwards compatibility which can make understanding source code a hassle.

Fortran code is made available to a C compiler by first compiling the Fortran subroutines contained in the Tsyganenko models and Geopack. C-style functions are declared as type “extern void” in tsygGeoC.h, and named appropriately given the Fortran compiler naming conventions. C-style functions representing Fortran subroutines must be named to match exactly with the symbols in the Fortran object file. If the symbols representing Fortran subroutines in the fortran compiler object code, they can be found using a utility such as nm; however, Fortran compiler flags exist which will enforce particular naming conventions. These flags allow for standardization of the format of the C functions names associated with Fortran subroutines. During C compilation, the Fortran object code and the Fortran compiler library used to make it are linked.

When declaring the C functions associated with Fortran subroutines, the structure of Fortran must be taken into account. Fortran subroutines are always pass-by-reference. As such, inputs to associated C functions must be memory addresses. As a result, particular care must be taken to ensure that the data type and size of C function inputs is matched with what the Fortran subroutine expects. If the inputs are not matched exactly, but the names and number of inputs to a C function associated with a Fortran subroutine are, compilation and execution will in all likelihood proceed, but the C function output will be junk. Care must be taken to ensure that C output matches Fortran subroutine output. Tables showing correspondence between C and Fortran data types are easily found online.

Fortran common blocks are structured equivalently to C structs. To make common block data available in C, a C struct is declared matching the name of the Fortran common block precisely. The size and type of C struct fields must match exactly with those defined in the Fortran common block.
The resulting C struct is a much safer representation of the contiguous block of data defined in the Fortran common block declaration. For further discussion of mixed-programming using C and Fortran, the interested reader is referred to Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s notes [19].

If naming conventions are followed, Fortran structure is considered and input data types are declared correctly, mixed-programming using C and Fortran is a relatively smooth process. The C wrappers developed for tsygGeoC are designed primarily to hide the pass-by-reference nature of Fortran from the C programmer. The Tsyganenko model C function wrapper is designed to take a function pointer to the underlying Tsyganenko model Fortran subroutine to use as a callback function, making adding and implementing additional Tsyganenko models in C trivial. The resulting C code allows access to Fortran subroutines using familiar C-style functions, and hides Fortran code as much as possible while giving the C programmer the same access to subroutines and variables as the Fortran programmer. To verify the C code, unit tests in Fortran and C are written that call subroutines and their associated C wrapper functions with identical inputs, and the outputs are compared. The outputs of both are identical.

A.4 tsygGeoC Python Module

SWIG affords simple wrapping of C/C++ code for use in many easier-to-use scripting languages, including Python. tsygGeoC is wrapped using SWIG to create a module that can be imported by Python. This affords another level of abstraction and reduction in complexity when compared with the C code. SWIG typemaps, which defined a correspondence between Python and C inputs and outputs, are exploited to create natural Python function calls and return values. Inputs to Python functions associated with the underlying C code are nearly identical, except for functions associated with underlying C functions that take output arrays as inputs. The numpy.i interface file is used to define SWIG typemaps that hide output array inputs from the Python programmer, and instead output arrays are created automatically at the C level and returned as numpy arrays. The goal of the Python implementation of tsygGeoC is to make access to the Tsyganenko and Geopack Fortran subroutines as familiar as possible for a programmer fluent in
One sacrifice is made in this implementation—Fortran common blocks can be read from but, in general, not written to. Two Fortran common blocks, “GEOPACK1” and “GEOPACK2” are available for manipulation at the C and Fortran levels. “GEOPACK2” is used to store IGRF coefficients and should never be manipulated manually. “GEOPACK1” affords the option of manually setting the dipole tilt angle. In Python, “GEOPACK2” data can be extracted, but no manipulation of the data is allowed. A helper function is written in C to allow for manually defining the dipole tilt angle at the Python level, and all other data in “GEOPACK1” is read-only. Compilation of the SWIG tsygGeoC library requires linking to a Python interpreter and a Fortran compiler library.

Regardless of the difficulty associated with creating it, using the Python implementation of tsygGeoC allows for simple and fast exploitation of Geopack’s field line plotting capabilities. Sort plotting scripts can be written and all data processed automatically, whereas the same procedure in Fortran requires writing a field line data file and plotting externally. Figures A.2(a) and A.2(b) are colormap plots displaying the scalar difference in the magnitudes of the total field and an internal dipole field in nT for a solar event that occurred on 10 October 1990, the first with field lines and the second without field lines for clarity. Light colors represent regions of internal magnetic field compression. Compare these figures with Figure A.3, which is shown in one of the papers on the Tsyganenko 2001 model [43]. Figures A.2(a) and A.2(b) agree with Figure A.3, but are created quickly conveniently using Python plotting libraries.
Figure A.2: Colormap of Scalar Difference Between Magnitude of Total Field Vector and Internal Dipole Field Vector in nanoTesla for 10 October 1990 Solar Event. This Figure Clearly Shows the Significant Effects a Solar Storm can have on Earth’s Magnetic Field.
Figure A.3: Colormap of Scalar Difference Between Magnitude of Total Field Vector and Internal Field Dipole Field Vector for 10 October 1990 Solar Event as Computed by Tsyganenko [43].

A.5 Conclusion

Source code and header files for C wrappers of Tsyganenko models and Geopack subroutines have been developed for ease of use and future implementation in projects built on C/C++. The resulting software hides underlying Fortran code from the C/C++ programmer without incurring significant overhead. In addition, a Python module has been created from the C wrappers, which allows for access of underlying Fortran subroutines with the scripting convenience of Python. The Python implementation is designed such that inputs and outputs from the tsygGeoC Python module functions are easily recognizable to a programmer fluent in Python. It is shown that results at the Python level match results in Tsyganenko’s own work.
Appendix B

MSMOptimizer3D

B.1 Summary of Optimization Program Modifications

The MSMOptimizer3D program, as written by Christine Reilly and Trevor Bennett, functions to fit VMSM models to FEM generated force and torque data. Modifications are made in this work to extend the program to fit to analytically generated $E$-field data. A list of modifications appears below:

- A new variable called `fitType` is introduced to allow selection between fitting to force and torque data or fitting to $E$-field data.

- Logic is introduced to parse $E$-field data, filter it by shell radius and store it in a new `Efield` data structure with fields corresponding to $E$-field vector components.

- A new function, `MSMEfieldCalc.m`, is included to sum the $E$-field vector components contributed by each MSM model sphere at some relative position to a MSM model.

- Many low-level functions used for calculating cost are modified with logic to use the new $E$-field fitting cost function.

- A self-capacitance constraint is developed and introduced to the constraint function for the box-and-panel geometry.
B.2 MSMCall.m

MSMCall.m is the main script used to begin an optimization run. The user establishes inputs to the optimization run is this script. Two definitions must be made: the input data file describing electric field or force and torque data must be defined, and the fitType variable, a string that can take on values of either “E-field” or “Force/Torque,” must be defined in order to use the correct cost function and E-field calculations in lower-level function calls. A display of the final state is currently hardcoded into this script, and must be modified to displace the correct state based on the states that are being used for optimization.

Assignment to the Names data structure also take place within this script. The Names data structure stores function handles for the cost function and three geometry-dependent functions that must be written by the user: the input function, which describes the state to be optimized and loads data, the const function, which describes nonlinear equality and inequality constraints the optimization process will be subjected to, and the dist function, which describes how the optimizer states relate to model geometry. The Optimizer variable stores a function handle to whatever optimizer will be used, and options for optimization are set in it. No significant alterations to the Optimizer function from the original are made in this work.

B.3 Names.input

The input function is used to specify initial optimizer state, bounds on the state for local optimization, and to load the input data. Filtering of input data by shell radius is done most appropriately in this function. The number of spheres in the model is defined using the commandSpheres and targetSpheres variables. For E-field fitting, the number of command spheres is 0. The variable maxwellCapac is used to store the FEM computed self-capacitance of the target model for use in enforcing a self-capacitance constraint.
B.4 Names.dist

The \texttt{dist} function is used to relate the optimization state to MSM model geometry. For instance, if symmetry is to be used to decrease the search space of the optimizer, it is enforced in this function. Optimizer position states are extracted and stored in the array \texttt{initialSphereCoord}, which describes the positions of each MSM model sphere. Likewise, the sphere radius states are extracted from the optimizer state array and stored in the \texttt{sphereRadius} array.

B.5 Names.const

The \texttt{const} function is used to define nonlinear equality and inequality constraints the optimization is subject to. For instance, if self-capacitance matching is enforced, it is done here as an equality constraint. Relevant inequality constraints might be that model spheres must not overlap.

B.6 Conclusion

A summary of modifications extending the original \texttt{MSMOptimizer3D} program to handle $E$-field fitting is shown. Brief summaries of scripts and functions that must be modified to accommodate specific geometry and data input are included. Relatively minor alterations of existing Matlab software are required to extend MSM optimization to $E$-field fitting from force and torque fitting.